Abstract-Though deep autoencoder networks show excellent ability in learning feature, its poor performance on test data go against visualization and classification of image. In particular, a standard neural net with multi-hidden layers typically fails to work when sample size is small. In order to improve the generalization ability and reduce over-fitting, we apply dropout to optimize the deep autoencoder networks. In this paper, we propose face recognition based on deep autoencoder networks with dropout. Our experiments show that deep autoencoder networks with dropout yield significantly lower test error, and bring a new conception in pattern recognition with deep learning.
INTRODUCTION
Neural networks contain multiple nonlinear hidden layers and this makes them very expressive models that can learn very complicated relationships between their inputs and outputs. However, as a typical algorithm of traditional neural networks, BP faces many problems, such as gradient diffusion and local optimal. In 2006, Hinton proposed an effective way of initializing the weights that overcomes the limitation of traditional neural networks by layer-by-layer pre-training, and constructs a framework for the later deep learning [1] .
Deep networks show excellent ability in learning feature, which facilitate visualization and classification of data. Hoverer, deep networks typically perform poorly on test data when a large feed-forward neural network is trained on a small training set. This leads over-fitting. For addressing this problem, diverse methods have been advanced.
In the machine learning, the main methods of reducing over-fitting are early terminate training, data set expansion and weight penalties of various kinds. Moody proposed the moody criterion to improve the generalization ability of real-valued neural networks [2] . Nowlan and Hinton introduced weight penalties and soft weight sharing to simplify neural networks and reduce over-fitting [3] . Mackay set regularizing constants by examining posterior probability distribution [4] . A statistical theory was proposed about preventing overtraining [5] . Imrie and Durucan obtained accuracy predictions by the cascadecorrelation learning algorithm [6] . Reference [7] well suppressed over-fitting based on Bayesian statistics. Ensemble improved the performance of neural networks [8] . Reference [9] presented a fully Bayesian treatment of the Probabilistic Matrix Factorization model and achieved significantly higher prediction accuracy. A Bayesian method that uses an adaptively selected number of hidden variables to combine subgroups of features into a network and improved the statistical significance of identified features [10] . However, the above methods are limited in image recognition with deep neural networks, so it is worth exploring a more effective way to reduce over-fitting of deep networks. Preventing coadaptation of feature detectors by dropout showed performance of neural networks on supervised learning tasks in 2012 [11] .
In this paper, for solving bad generalization, we model deep autoencoder networks with dropout and propose face recognition based on model in the small sample. Our experiments show that this method yields significantly lower classification error on the small facial dataset. This paper is structured as follows. Section 2 describes theory and model of deep autoencoder networks with dropout. Section 3 discusses the application of model in face recognition. Section 4 evaluates the model. In section 5, we present our conclusion.
II. THEORY AND MODEL
Deep networks are pre-trained by restricted Boltzmann machines, autoencoder and deep Boltzmann machine without supervision. In this paper, we model a deep network with autoencoder which minimizes the discrepancy between the original data and its reconstruction by layer-by-layer pretaining. Then the required gradients are easily obtained by using the chain rule to back-propagate error derivatives. The whole pre-training makes parameters of the model close to a good solution. 
By above pre-training, we obtain approximate optimal model. What we need is 2 Y generated by the input X through two encoder layers, and establishes relationship with label information of the input X . Further, we yield optimal model of deep autoencoder networks by supervised fine-tuning, as shown in Figure 2 .
The optimal model takes the visual features of facial image as input, and outputs the class information of image by connecting classifier. Though deep autoencoder networks show excellent ability in learning feature, its poor performance on test data go against visualization and classification of image. In order to improve the generalization ability and reduce overfitting, we apply dropout to optimize the deep autoencoder networks.
A motivation for dropout comes from a theory of the role of sex in evolution [12] . The explanation for the superiority of sexual reproduction is that, sexual reproduction is not just to reduce complex co-adaptations by mix-ability of genes, but also to allow new gens to enhance their ability to fit the environment [13] . Similarly, each hidden unit in a neural network trained with dropout must learn to work with a randomly chosen sample of other units and prevent complex co-adaptations among units. This should reduce over-fitting each hidden unit on the training data [14] .
Based on the above, we discover that training dropout neural nets are equivalent to adding a probabilistic process for each hidden layer as shown in Figure 3 (B). Combined with probability, we need a random vector m , each of which has probability p of being 1, to sample each hidden unit. Then, m obeys independent Bernoulli distribution. Each unit is retained with a fixed probability p independent of other units and the choice of which units to drop is random. This amounts to sampling a sub-network from a larger network when the process is applied at each layer. The feed-forward operation with dropout becomes Figure 5 . 
Similar to standard neural nets, the back-propagation of a dropout neural network can be trained using stochastic gradient
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descent. The only difference is that for each training case in a mini-batch, we sample a thinned network by dropping out units. Furthermore, forward and back-propagation for that training case are done only on this thinned network.
Applying dropout to a neural net with n units can be seen as training a collection of n 2 possible thinned neural networks.
These networks all share weights so that keep the number of parameters of the same size. For each presentation of each training case, a new thinned network is sampled and trained. On the test step, we ensure that for any hidden unit the expected output at training time is the same as the actual output at test time by the "mean network" that contains all of the hidden units. Just think, if a unit is retained with probability p during training, the outgoing weights of that unit are multiplied by p at test time. Otherwise, the hidden units of the actual output at test time will be more   % 100 1   p units than at training time.
III. MODEL APPLICATION
Face recognition is one of the most active and challenging research topics in computer vision and pattern recognition due to its wide-ranging applications in many areas, such as identity authentication, access control, surveillance, and human computer interaction [15] . During the past decades, considerable progress has been made in face recognition and many new methods have been proposed. For face recognition, a standard neural net with multi hidden layers fails to work when sample size is small [16] . In this paper, we pose face recognition based on deep autoencoder networks with dropout. We achieve face recognition using the ORL database We randomly select 90% facial images as training set and the remaining 10% as test data. All images are normalized to 28 × 28. We experiment with 784-800-800-40 and use stochastic gradient descent with 40-sized mini-batches. Weights were updated at the end of each mini-batch. 
IV. MODEL EVALUATION
In this section, face recognition based on deep autoencoder networks with dropout is evaluated. We try various dropout rates and the number of hidden units to observe generalization performance of the network.
We keep the network structure be 784-800-800-40 and train deep autoencoder networks with various dropout. The key to effectively reduce over-fitting is that a deep autoencoder network with dropout randomly drop units from the neural network during training, which leads different networks at each training time. Sampling hidden units with a fixed probability p is equivalent to training a large number of deep networks with half hidden layer, that is, half nets. When we apply such networks to image recognition, each half nets can A deep autoencoder network with dropout can effectively reduce over-fitting, since dropout randomly drop units from the neural network during training. This leads different networks at each training time. Sampling hidden units with a fixed probability p is equivalent to training a large number of deep networks with half hidden layer, each of which can bring a classification result when we apply such networks to face recognition. With training, the most networks can correctly recognize only few errors have little effect on whole result. What's more, we calculate actual output at test time in the sense of "mean network" at test time. All have contributed to improve the generalization ability and reduce over-fitting of deep autoencoder networks.
V. CONCLUSIONS
Deep autoencoder networks show excellent ability in learning feature, but its poor performance on test data go against visualization and classification of image. In order to improve the generalization ability and reduce over-fitting, we apply dropout to optimize the deep autoencoder networks. The nets take the visual features of facial image as input, and output the class information of image by Logistic function. We firstly obtain approximate optimal value by pre-training with autoencoder. Secondly, we establish contact with label information of the input image and yield optimal model of deep autoencoder networks by supervised fine-tuning. The test error is calculated when test images are applied to the model. We pose deep autoencoder networks with dropout and achieve face recognition based on networks using the ORL database. Our experiments show that deep autoencoder networks with dropout yield significantly lower test error on the ORL dataset, and bring a new conception in pattern recognition with deep learning.
